Experience Time Travel
with the Blue Two™ Series
If we believe that time is money, then time travel is a great business resource, yes or yes?

Every successful leader—whether for profit or non-profit—understands that, for their initiatives
to flourish involves craftsmanship in the art of time travel. We work to enthrall, to capture our
audience’s attention. Here's your chance to sample business fables in the Blue Two™ series:
think of them as "movie trailers in print" to see if this is the next blockbuster feature for your
firm. Our business fables equip your team to see around the corner and over the horizon.
http://stipress.com/b2
The Blue Two™ saga is the never-before-told global story of the Papal
Security Forces through their 2000+ years of history. Founded by Malchus,
the slave who had his ear cut off by Peter in the Garden of Gesthemene,
they have the depth of experience and resources that make Mission
Impossible seem like your darling daughter's tea party. Malchus is
transformed by Jesus' healing touch: not just in body but in his entire
person. So will you be by this engaging series!

™

Whether we call them clients, customers, patients or readers, our end game is the same: pulling
them out of the fog of modern media into the transformation from “searching” (Hebrew: dodim,
)לַחשׁוֹק, to secure and self-giving (Hebrew: ahabà, )אַה ָבה.
ֲ Across every race, creed and culture,
effective parenting and best business practice is mentoring those in our charge through the
transformation from selfish to selfless. It is a timeless truth that growing our market means
serving more people.

Business fables are a special class of yarns we spin to mend the rends in our social fabric.
These stories reflect back to key players of [y]our value delivery circle, the myths that keep all of
us from achieving optimum outcomes.
The Blue Two™ series equips you to see over the horizon, to see around corners by raising your
perspective. Join us to learn how:


subtle shifts in vantage point can unblock what you’re looking for,



understanding the differences between relational speech and transactional speech can
accelerate your career,



to apply the timeless truth that “heart speaks to heart before mind is open to mind.”

To sample the Blue Two™ series, visit: http://stipress.com/b2

Overview
Circa AD 40

Those with Ears, Let Them Hear | Episode I: The origins of the Blue Two™ saga

AD 1280-1285 Sean’s Quest | Episode II: The Century of Progress
AD 2005

A Romance of Character | Episode III, Vol I: A Face on the Platform

AD 2005-2007 A Romance of Character | Episode III, Vol II: Capture the Flag!
AD 2012

Dividing by Zero | Episode IV, Vol I: Reaching Singularity

AD 2017

Dividing by Zero | Episode IV, Vol II: Blueprint

AD 2030

Strauss’ 13 Winds | Episode V: A Sailor’s Farewell

STI Press delivers resources for business intimacy: keys to knowing your customer so well and
following through so adroitly, that you anticipate and resolve problems—often before they
happen! That’s risk resolution. That’s the pinnacle of customer service. That’s STI Press.
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